
MUSINGS ON 8
“I   MY GAY MORMON 
HUSBAND: SAY NO TO H8”

THESE WORDS, HAND-PRINTED ON A
large protest sign and held high for the

crowds by two grad students, (dentistry and
law), are the focal point of a prominent pho-
tograph in the Sunday Oregonian Newspaper
(16 November). The accompanying article
about the Portland rally, decrying California’s
ban on same-sex marriage, features the story
of these two men, together for five years, wed
in California last June (with the marriage cer-
tificate to prove it!) and now—because of the
Church’s role in the Proposition 8
campaign—ex-Mormons. 

For me, this story puts a human face on
the pain and dismay that is the outcome of
the Prop 8 train wreck. I am saddened and
disheartened. 

It seems to me like deja vu. I remember
the controversy about the definition of mar-
riage around the 1950s and 60s. Then it was
black intermarriage, miscegenation laws.
Apostle Mark E. Peterson told us “God has
commanded Israel not to intermarry,”
Apostle Bruce R. McConkie told us “caste
systems have their root and origin in the
gospel itself,” and both were very vocal op-
ponents of interracial marriage with blacks. 

The year I graduated from high school in
Salt Lake City, Apostle Peterson called inter-
marriage with Negroes “spiritual death” and
opined at a BYU convention, “We must not
allow our feelings to carry us away, nor must
we feel so sorry for Negroes that we will open
our arms and embrace them with everything
we have. Remember the little statement that
we used to say about sin, ‘First we pity, then
endure, then embrace.’” 

I cringe as I recall these words even as I
try to remember that most white Americans
in the 1950s were opposed to interracial
marriage and did not see laws banning inter-
racial marriage as an affront to the principles
of American democracy. 

I understand homosexuality to be one of
nature’s many variations, not an illness nor a
disability, nor moral depravity. The etiology
of homosexuality is complex. We are learn-
ing also that the simple dichotomy of male or
female doesn’t begin to capture the complex-
ity of human sexuality.

God is not fragile, and faith does not re-
quire denying the realities of this world.
Offering this group radical inclusion in the

life of the Church, without demanding that
they become who they are not, would seem
to reflect the radical inclusiveness of Jesus.
This love would lead us to ask forgiveness of
our gay and lesbian brothers and sisters
whom we have persecuted, excluded, called
‘sinners,’ and sought to hinder in the creation
of lives rich in self-respect and covenant rela-
tionship. 

Perhaps after a few years, we will look
back at this and be appalled and dismayed,
just as the old screeds against interracial mar-
riage leave us appalled and dismayed today. 

FRANCES LEE MENLOVE
Depoe Bay, Oregon

A MARRIAGE MORMONISM
COULD ABIDE?

LONG BEFORE THERE WAS A
Proposition 8, I heard from a gay, celi-

bate, temple-recommend-toting Mormon
friend why and how Mormonism could
abide gay (even temple) marriage. While I re-
main unconvinced that it should (at least at
present), Christopher Bigelow’s reasoning in
the October 2008 SUNSTONE reminds me
that it could.

Bigelow writes: “In order for same-sex
marriage to be accepted by Mormons, we
would need to become convinced that God
himself could conceivably engage in such a
union, including its sexual implications.” His
argument relies upon the Mormon perfor-
mance of “posthumous sealings for any and
all couples ever married on this earth” and
the “procreative purpose” of marriage. These
are the fundamental premises of Bigelow’s ar-
gument. The first is wrong, the second erro-
neous because it is incomplete. 

For years, Mormonism made no objection
to the marriages of men or women beyond
climacteric. Such marriages have no procre-
ative purpose. Instead, they have social, emo-
tional, and economic purposes. “It is not
good for . . . man [or woman] to be alone”
Genesis 2:18; Moses 3:18; Abraham 5:14.
Procreation is a purpose of some but not all
marriages recognized and performed by the
Church. Of course, if it were true that we
perform “posthumous sealings for any and
all couples ever married on earth,” one could
argue for a possible eternal procreative pur-
pose even for marriage after climacteric, but
we don’t. Instead, we happily perform mar-
riages for time only (even in the temple) for
widows who have been sealed to their first
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husbands. At least for many years (I have not
researched current practice), such marriages
were not sealed for eternity, posthumously or
otherwise. 

Thus, there is room within Mormon the-
ology for time-only marriages with no pro-
creative purpose. Accommodating gay
marriages for time only would do no violence
to such theology though it might imply
recognition by the Church that the particular
parties involved are not capable of changing
their sexual orientation and that God is likely
not going to do it for them in this life.
Accommodating gay marriage might also call
for recognition that “[i]t is not good for . . .
[even a gay] man [or woman] to be alone”
and that heterosexual marriages including a
gay partner generally do not work. Yet a gay
partnership can be a loving, committed rela-
tionship fulfilling the emotional and eco-
nomic purposes of marriage, as well as at
least some of its societal purposes. The fact
that some gay partnerships are not such
committed relationships is irrelevant; the
same is true of heterosexual partnerships or
marriages. 

The possibility of a Mormon gay marriage
might also require recognition by the
prospective gay marriage partners that such a
marriage could be for time only and that God
could change their orientation and provide
other opportunities for them in the hereafter.
One of my gay friends was advised by then
Apostle Thomas Monson that he would
probably have to live with his gay orientation
the rest of his life and that the blessing Elder
Monson could give him was not likely to re-
sult in the Lord’s changing it. 

While a gay-marriage family may not be
forever, neither is the second marriage of a
widow sealed to her first husband, or a wid-
ower married to a previously sealed widow.
(But can you imagine the horrendous metri-
cal and musical problems of singing “hetero-
sexual fam’lies can be together forever?”)
Mormon gay marriage would not necessarily
imply that gay orientation, gay marriage or
gay sexual activity exists in the hereafter on
the part of anyone—not even God!

JIM RASMUSSEN
Albuquerque, New Mexico

AN IMPRESSIVE
BEGINNING

JOHN-CHARLES DUFFY HAS MADE AN
impressive beginning to SUNSTONE’s

Mapping Mormon Issues Project with his ar-
ticle “Mapping Book of Mormon Historicity
Debates—Part I.” 

Book of Mormon is an authentic ancient
record and those who do not. I believe the
anger and accusations on both sides have
prevented what should be a respectful, even
if impassioned, conversation among scholars
committed both to responsible scholarship
and Christian (or other religious) principles. 

We may disagree, but we don’t have to be
disagreeable. Hopefully, Parts I and II of
Duffy’s mapping articles will help raise the
historicity conversation to a higher level.

ROBERT A. REES
Brookdale , California
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Establishing an objective context for any
emotionally charged issue presents a particu-
lar challenge, especially when, as with Duffy,
one is already a participant in the dialogue.
Nevertheless, I feel Duffy sets a high standard
for “mapping” other issues. As someone who
has been involved in the Book of Mormon
historicity debates for the past several
decades, I have some awareness of and ap-
preciation for how difficult a task Duffy faced
in presenting a clear, objective picture of the
landscape. 

I have often been dismayed by the tenor
of the discussion between those who feel the
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